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1_ Introduction

Statement of the Problem
;\e utl'o ns Llnlt H I' (' in ciu enL 011 an exte nd ed medium mn.ke one 0 1 ' more collisions with nuclei in eaeil of w hi ch tlte~-a rc deflected an d 10s(' a fraction of th eir ('[lNK\-. Th us t1l<,,\' p erform a " random w alk " unt il th ('.'-arc (' itlin abso rb ed or r C-('llll'rge from tile medium with reduced l' lw rg,\-. The probability tbat un inci ivi(\ualll('utl'On will eventually l'('-emCl'ge from a semi-inflll lte medium (i.e., be re flected ) is call ed the albedo , 0 1' th e difi'erent ial ul becioif th e energy unci/or d irecL ion of th e reflected n eut roll arc s pecified .
Th e p urpose o f L1l is pape r is tbrecfold : ( I ) To calculate the clif1'cren ti.al alh cdo andr('latecl quantities f01' n eutron s in ci dent on a semi-infinite wa ter medium ; (2) to give a self-co nt ai]1cd exposition of thc methocl s of calcul aL ion lI sed (:\10 nte Cad o, sin gle-sca tt eriJig analysis); (3) Lo unalyze how the al bedo depc nds on var ious factors, pa rti cularl. \-tlic cross se("(iolls for clastic and inela s ti c scatterin g and absorption .
Background
ExucL calculation s of th e neu tron a lbedo have so far been limit ed to s ituutioll s in wh ich the slowi ng down of n ell LrOllS could be d isregarded . vVith t.his limi ta lion , a Ild w it 11 fur ther restrict ive assumpLions, Halpern , Lueneblll'g, and Clark [1] 2 [lave given a ll anah tic solu t ion based on trun spor t theory. A more ge neral solut iO ll of t he onc-velocity probl cm is also available from Chanclrasekh ar's [2] th eory of rad iative transfer. Fermi [3] a nd mo1'(' 1'ecen tl~ Grosjean [4-] h ave given approximate soluLions whi ch a re in good agr eeme llt with t h e more r igorous calculations .
vVhen th e complicated energy-depc ndc ll ee and cl iree-L ional depende nce or UlC colli sion processes must b e taken into accoll nL, a ll exact analytical trcatmen t bee-omes all but impossible.
I Supported jointly by Armed Forces Special Weapons Projec t, OCD~r . a nd the Departllle n t of t he Navy (Bureau of Yard s and D ocks).
Figures in brackets indicate th e literature l'efc'l'cnc(-'s at the end of this papcl'.
Spinney [5] has given an approximate treatment based on age theory which is applicable mainly to energies lower than those considered in the present work. 3 Another possible approach would be to incorporate the exact one-velocity treatment of reference [2] into an energy-group scheme similar to the multigroup diffusion schemes used in reactor calculations. This has not been attempted so far.
The Monte Carlo method recommends itself as the simplest and most promising approach. It has the advantage that the complexity of the calculations is not essentially increased by adding to the llllmber of variables or by introducing complicated cross sections . Increased detail merely creates a data-handling problem which requires a computer with sufficient capacity. A disadvantage of the Monte Carlo method is its purely numerical character which makes necessary a very careful scrutiny of the results before one can understand their signiiicance. IVe have found that such an analysis is greatly facilitated by parallel analytical calculations of single scattering. In spite of its promise, the Monte Carlo method bas not yet been used extensively for albedo calculations. Some results for the backscattering of O.89-Mev neutrons from water have been given by Foderaro and Obenshain [6] , but their work was mainly concerned with transmission through slabs.
One reason for tbe scarcity of Monte Carlo applications to the albedo problem appears to be the lack of adequate information on neutron collision cross sections, which may have discouraged extensive numerical work. 4 For few if any elements (other than hydrogen) are the cross sections known in the detail and with the accuracy desirable. Only the knowledge of tbe total collision cross section is in definitive form for most elements. Information about the contribution s of different processes to the total cross section is reasonably adequate. :Much less is known about differential cross sections. The angular distribution of elastic scattering deflections-which is highly anisotropic at high energies-is not well known for many elements. Even less is known about inelastic scattering. There is uncertainty as to the nuclear levels which are excited, the relative excitation probabilities, and the angular distribution of the inelastic scattering deflections.
We have chosen water as the medium in our calculations because the cross sections for hydrogen and oxygen are known better than those of most other elements. In addition to being of interest in their own right, the results for water will also be typical of those expected with other hydrogeneous substances. Thus the present work should provide guidance for future calculations for media such as concrete which are held up now by lack of cross section data.
Variables of the Problem
vVe consider the reflection of neutrons from a semi-infinite medium occupying the region z~O. Figure 1 shows a typical trajectory of a neutron which is incident on the medium with obliquity eo and which is reflected with obliquity o. These obliquities are angles between the direction of motion of the neutron and the positive z-axis. Thus 00 lies between 0 and 11'/ 2, and 0 lies between 11'/ 2 and 11 ' . We denote by A(E,O;Eo,Oo) sinedodE the probability that a neutron incident with energy Eo and obliquity 00 will be reflected from the semi-infinite medium, after one or more scatterings, with an energy between E and E + dE and an obliquity between 0 and O+ dO. The function A(E,O;Eo,Oo) is called the d~tfeTentia,1 a,lbedo. Alternatively, instead of regarding the albedo as a probability, we may consider it to be the ratio of the average number of neutrons reflected to the number of neutrons inCIdent. Thus if a beam of No neutrons is incident with energy Eo and obliquity 00, and if N(E,O) sinododE neutrons are reflected on the average, then 3 See, however, sec. 7.8.
N(E,O) No (Eo,Oo)
, For a survey of the neutron cross section situation in relation to transport calculations, see the recent book by Goldstein til. figurc 2 as fUllCLiollS of Lhe en ergy. The plots are maclein histogram form corresponding to the approximaLc manner in which the data were used in the machine computations. It can be seen t hat Lllc energy-dependence for hydrogen is smooth , but that the histogram for oxygen has sevc ral sllU,rp peaks and irregularities at high energies .
N cxt we consider the relative cont ributions of various processes to th e total collision cross secLion in t he energ,v region of interest (0.5 ev to 14.0 ~l ev) . For hydrogen, only elastic scatLcring is imporLant in this region. The (n, ' Y ) cross section is smaller than 0.1 p ercent of the total cJ'oss s(' ction at 0.5 CV, and is evcn less significant at higher energies . For oX.I-gen , the processes lhal malleI' are clas lic scalll'rillg, illelastic scaLLerLng (above "'" 6.4 :-'I cv), and absorpLion du e to (n,Ci) reacLion s (a bove "'" 4 ;\ rev) and (n,p ) l"eacLions (above = 10 }. [ev) . Cross seclion for Lilese processes, derived f rom th e bes t experimental evidence and theore ticul consideraLiolls, 11 <1, I'e bO(' 1l compiled b.I' Lli sLig, K.-\,10 , <llld Goldslein [9] .5 In [9] aCC LIrat e to 5 percont or better, which is s liffici l'llt eonsideril1 g th e 1I1lcerbillLy in lh e elata . The outcome of a collision in which a neutron of energy E is scattered can be specified in terms of the probability distributionfj(e;E) of the scattering deflections ee in the center-ofmass coordinate system . In conformity with the notation in th e preceding subsection, we shall use indices j = 1, 2, and 3 to indicate the distribu tions for elastic scattering from hydrogen, elastic scattering from oxygen, and inelastic scattering from oxygen, respectively. For elastic scattering from hydrogen, the distribution is assumed to be isotropic,6 i. e., (3.8) The angular distribution for elastic scattering from oxygen is also isotropic at energies below about 300 kev, but markedly anisotropic at higher energies, particularly in resonance regions. Above 300 kev we have used the compilation of reference [9] which gives the coefficientsj2,I(E) of the Legendre expansion (3 .9) (Note that th e normalization is such thatj2,0(E) = 1.) Typical angular distributions at various energies are shown in figure 3 .
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The angular distribution for inelastic scattering from oxygen depends not only on the energy of the neutron before the collision but also on the excitation energy which the struck nucleus receives. In 0 16 , the four lowest levels are 6.06, 6.14, 6.91, and 7.12 . Mev above the ground state, the next is at 8 .6 Mev and there are numerous levels between 9 and 14 Mev [11] . It appears from the discussion in reference [9] that neither the relative probabilities for the excitation of these levels nor the corresponding angular distributions are known. In order to explore the effect of inelastic scattering on the albedo, we have done thr ee sets of calculations on the basis of the following assumptions:
(1) The nucleus is excited to a level 6.1 :Mev above the gl'Ound state. The angular distribution is isotropic; i. e., (3.10) (2) The neutron loses all its energy in an inelastic scattering, so that it is, in effect, absorbed. (3) An inelastic scattering is treated as if it were an elastic scattering; i.e. , the excitation energy of the nucleus is set equal to zero.
The assumptions of case (1) seem to us to be the most realistic, and may be expected to yield reasonable answers when the neutron source energy is not too much above 9 Mev. The assumptions of case (2) lead to an underestimate of the albedo, and the assumptions of case (3) lead to an overestimate of the energy of the reflected neutrons. The probability that a neutron, incident on a semi-infinite medium with energy Eo and obliquity 0o, will be refieded with energy E and obliquity 0 after exactly one collision is A (l ) 
Angulm· disl1·ibution of elastic scattering from oxygen (according to l·ef. [9] ).
In this expression, the factor e-s/,o~: represents the probability that the incident neutron will travel a pathlength s and then undergo its first collision between sand s+ ds, AO = A(Eo) being the mean-free path. The collision can be of type 1 (elastic scattering from hydrogen), type 2 (elastic scattering from oxygen), or type 3 (in elastic scattering from oxygen). The fourth type (absorption) need not be considered. The factor PI (d efined by (3.4, 3.5, and 3.6» represents the probability that t be collision will be of type j . The function H j(E,O;Eo,Oo) is called the scattering function and denotes the probability that in a collision of type j the energy of the neutron will change from Eo to E and the obliqui ty from 0 0 to o. Finally, exp(-s'/A) is the probability that the neutron will travel from the poi.nt of collision to the boundary withou t m aking any more collisions (A i.s the m ean free path at the energy E). The pathlength to the boundary is , cos 00
Using this r ela tion , and carryin g out th e integration with r esp ect t o 8 in (4.1), we ob tain the equation 
.2 . Scattering Function
The fun ction H j(E ,O;Eo, O o) to b e inser ted in t o (4 .3 ) can b e derived from th e corresponding distribution f j(8 e ;Eo) for th e defle cti ons in t h e cen ter-of-m ass coordinate system . To establish th e conn ection, we n eed th e r elations b etween 8 e, th e corresponding defl ection angle 8 in th e laboratory coordin ate system , and th e ratio of en ergies b efore and afte r th c collision, Eo/E.
Tll ese r elations ar c a con sequ en ce of t he con servation of momen t um and energ.v in th e collis ion of a n eu tron with a nucleus. W e sta te them for th e case of in elastic scat terin g, c haracteri zed by the tran sfer of an amoun t Qj of en er gy to the target nucleus as exci ta tion . 7 T he sam e relations also apply to elas tic sca ttering if we set Qj= O.
The en er gy of th e n eu tron aft er th e collision is giv en by (4.4) and th e de fl ection in tllC labora tory s.vstem is
-
where M j is th e mass of th e tar get nu cleu s and wh er e Acc ording to (4 .5) , th e defl ec t ion 8 is determined by th e v alu e of E IEo. The jo in t dis tribu tion of E and 8 ca n, ther efor e, b e expressed form all y wi th th e u se of a Di rac delta fun ction , as (4.8) L et ' bh~ clircQtlon of th e n eu tron b efore th e collision b e r epresen ted by a u nit vector (sinOo cos CPo , sin~' sin CPo, cosO o), and its direc tion aft er t h e collision by a uni t vector (sinO coscp, sinB sincp, cosO). Th en th e cosin e of th e d eflec tion angle is t h e inn er produ ct of th e two vectors ,S cos8 = cosB o cosO + si nOo sinO cos (cpo -cp) .
(Th e angles CPo and cp ar e azimuths with r esp ect to th e x -z plan e. ) (4.8 ), in tr odu ce th e abbrevia tion If we in sert (4. 9) in to (4. 10) and carl','-out an azimutbal average with r ospeet to <p' = <Po-<P, we obtain the scatte ring functiOIl 
F/ E ;E o)
T h e square rools ill (4. 11 ) mu s L not bcc'ome imag in a r.'" Wllidl requirt's tllil t i.e., Lll(' energy spectrum In the evalu aL ion of th ese exp rcss ions tll e ra nge of integraLio 'l must include all values of 8 for given E (01' of E Ior give n 8) [01' which th e co nditi on (4.12 ) is sa ti s fied . Mo rcove r, cos8 mu st be ll egative . The resulta nt formulas arc somewhat co mplcx. ' Ye give them in appendix A, co nfining ourselves h ere Lo so me quali tative remarks.
Thc ch ief characteristic of the energ.\7 spectrum is th at it is confined to limits wlticlt are wide for the case of hydrogen but. very nanow for somewhat heavie[' nuclei s uch as ox." gcn. Th e upper limi t of t h e spectrum follows from th e cond ition that the ]1 cut ron must be cle flec:tecl su ffi ciently to acquire a velocity compo nent in the negative z-ciircctjon. Thi s impli es, as a con sequence of (4. 12) , that E cann ot exceed (4.17) The lower limi t of t he spectrum is cl et cnniu ccl by the conser vation of mOl1l('l1tum and energy wh ic h implies, accordin g to (4.4), Lhat E cannot be sm all er tllan (4.18) 512903-59--2 The allowed energy regions between E m• x and Emirl are indicated in figure 4 as functions of the obliquity of incidence (Jo. Th e angular distribution cannot be described by anyone simple law. For perpendicular incidence, the distribution follows approximately a cosine law; i.e., it peaks in directions corresponding to p erpendicular emergence from the medium. As the direction of incidence becomes more oblique, this peak tends to disappear. In the limiting case of grazing incidence the angular distribution becomes flat or may even peak in directions corresponding to emergence parallel to the boundary of the semi-infinite medium. The angular distribution under these circumstances also becomes a sensitive function of the distribution J (8 c Although the general principles of the Monte Carlo method are well known ,9 we give a brief review to make this paper self-contained. The usual assumption is made that a neutron undergoing multiple scattering travels in a straight line until it makes a collision with a nucleus, is then suddenly deflected, travels again in a straight line till the next collision, and so Oll. The trajectory of a neutron is, therefore, completely described by a specification of the initial conditions and of the energies, obliquities, and positions of the neutron immediately after successive collisions. In the physical process, these characteristics are chance variables whose probability distributions are determined by the neutron cross sections. The Monte Carlo method consists of imitating nature by playing a game of chance. With the use of random numbers, the parameters of model neutron trajectories are calculated according to the appropriate probability distributions. Such a procedure is called random sampling, and a neutron trajectory thus generated is usually called a neutron history .
• See, e.g., reference [13] for background and bibliography.
By examining a sufficienLly large number of n eu tron his tories, one can obtain statistical estima tes of v ariou transport ph enomena . For example, if No hi stori es are generated in each of whi ch the n eutron star ts at Lh e bounclary of a semi -infinite medium, and if in N of these histori c Lh e n eu tron even tually emerges from Ll lC m edium, Lh en th e ratio N IN o is an es timate of th e number albedo AN'
.2 . Random Sampling of Neutron Histories
If we let E n, en, and Zn represen t the energy, obliqui ty, a nd di st9n ce from t he boundary immediately after the n ' th collision , th e n eutron traj ectory or hi sLory call be described by the
., En,.
eo, el,
. , en ,
. , zn, in whi ch E o, eo, and zo= O indi cate the ini tial conditions. Th e hi story end s when the n euLron is absorbed or r efl ected from th e se mi-infilli te medium . W e have adopLed an addiLion al Lennination rul e in the presen t work, endin g a hi story when the en ergy of th e n eutron drops below 0.5 ev. In order to gen erate a Jlistory, on e must proceed from ('ollisioll to ('ollision, computin g (En+ I,On+hZ"+I) fronl. (E ", O ",zn) recursively by r andom samplin g. By "random samplin g from a di stribution j (x)" we mean, in prilJ ciple, the followin g procedure. A set of numbers, Xl , X2, . . . , is prep ar ed wllOse frequ en cy di stribution is m ade to approxim ate j (x) as closely as poss ible. On e of th ese numbers is th en selected a t r andom and is called a ran dom mriate from t he di stribu t ion j(x) . It is, in fact, suflicienL to prepare onl y a sin gle set of random variates, from a uniform di sLl'ibuLioll j(X) = 1(O:::;x:::; 1). Th ese numbers, distribu ted uniformly between zero and 011e , a rc called random numbers. vVhen s ui tably m anipulated they can b e m ade Lo yield random vari ates from any disLribu tion , as shown b elow.
In a m achill e calculat ion requirin g mall Y 1'9,ndom numbers iL would b e awkward to prepare and store a large so t of random llumbers. Instead , it is customary Lo use so-called pseudorandom numbers which arc generated systemati cally bu t h ave, never theless, sufficient r andomn ess for Monte Carlo calculations. vVe h a ve employed Lhe m ethod of congl'u en tial multiplica tion 10 in order to produce a seq Ll eDce of pse udorandom numbers
Th ese numbers are fractions (b etweell zero alld oll e) which arc obtain ed by llormalizillg a set of in tegers Xn , (5. 3)
The in tegers, in turn, are obtain ed from tll e following rec ul'si ve scheme: It can b e proved (sec app . B ) that the sequence (5.2 ) contains 2 33 different numbers which a re distributed with uniform density between zero and one. The successive r andom numbers used in the Monte Carlo calculation have been obtained by picking successive numbers in the pseudorandom number sequence (5.2) . This is equivalent to a random choice, beeause the pseudorandom numb er sequence closely resembles a true random number sequence in the sense that there is no noticeable correlation b etween successive numbers. This lack of correlation has not been proved, bu t is an empirical fact that can be demonstrated by statistical tests. In appendix B, sectiOll 9, we present the results of s uch tests for 237, 000 pseudorandom numbers actually used in our calculations.
One procedure for selecting a random variate x from a distribu tion/ex) by the manipulation of random numb ers depends on the possibility of fi nding a random variate y (x) which is distributed uniforml. ,' between 0 and 1. I'Ve let (5.5) i.e. , Y(:1:) is the cumulative probability distribution associa ted withj(x). Note that
so t hat y is eq ually likel.,· to h ave any valu e between 0 and 1. vVe therefore identify y with a random number ~, an ci determine a random variate x b y invertin g the equation
A second m ethod, call eel Lhe " rej ectioll teclmiq ue" applies to distributions with a fini te range, say O:S;x :S; a. L et L be tllC maximum ofj(.r) . The samplin g procedure consists of th e followin g steps. First, two random numbers, say ~! and ~2 ' arc selected. If Lb:S;j(MI ) we chose th e number a~l as a ran dom variate fromj(x ) . If L~2>j(a~1) ' we reject the random numbers ~l and ~2 and repeat th e tesLing process with a n ew pair of r andom numbers. The justifi cation for this sC'lection procedure is supplied by the observation that
The average number of random number pairs t hat must b e tested before finding an acceptable random vnriate is given by 1 aL. (5.9) W e shall now describe t he actual sampling procedm e for generating a neu tron history;
i.e., Lhe :rul e for going from (E,,/J,,,z,, is th e pathlcngLh traveled h .I' th c l1cutron heL"' cen the 11th a lld n+ 1st c:ollisiol1 . The di s tributio n (5. 10) is de rived from tb e ass llmpt iOIl t h at tIl(' spa tinl d is t ri bu t ion of target nuclei is ranciom and th aL t ll c probab ili Lyof a colli iOIl pel'lll1i t pathlellgt h j l j'J... (fC,,) . Apply in g the cumulativeprobab ilit y mcthod, wc soled a, 1"U II (I 0m 1I111n .5), (3.6), and (3.7). To make a random scleetioJl, ,,' C' di vide t hc rcg ion b eLween 0 and 1 illto fOllL' inl<'rvals p roporl ionalto th e proh abi li(~" fo1' cach p roccss.
A random llU mbc1' ~fl i s th e n pi('kecl a lld [Jill type of collisi01l is dcte nnjlled by (li e interva l illto wllidl ~ff fal ls:
clastie scattl'ring from hydrogeH elas tic sea ttcL'ing from OX~' gt'll illela s tic scntte rill g from oxygc'lI a hso l'j)t iOIl . The choi ee of the e ll ergy loss ca ll he made illdirectly tlirollgll the cllOiC'e of llw ceHLer-of-mass deflection 8c,n+I' ,Vh e ll llie di str ilnili o ll o f' defiedioll s is iso tropic (for ('olJis ion s of Ly pe 1 and 3), we set (5. 16) wl le l'c' ~'Y is a random llllmbcr. For clastic scatterin g from oxygen, tbe a n gular distrilm tion is a niso tropi c and is given b~" th e L cgcnd re exp aJl sion (3.9). In this ('ase iL is conveniellL to u sc th e r ejcction techniqu e. Pro vi sio Jl all~", n. deflc ction angle is chosen according to (5 .Hj ). An addition al ralldom num b el', ~~l) , is thcn selectee] and a test is made [0 determinc if
where L CEn) is the largest possible valu e of12(8c ;1l~,) . If the illcquallt )" (5. 17 ) is sa t isfiecl, the provisional random variate given b y (5 .16 ) is accepted; if 110t , l1H' selec tion procedu l'l' is repea t cd with two new random numbers Y The prescription for selecting the obliquity after th e n+ 1st collision can be obtained in two differ ent ways: by a direct geometrical argument, or by an application of the scattering function derived in section 4. Starting with the la tter, we note that, according to (4.11 ) the probability distribution :of 0"+1 (for fixed 8 c,n+l and O n) is given by
where (5. 19) and (5, 20) Applying the cumulative-probab ility method , we pick a random number, ~6, and set
The inversion of this equation yields the rule for calculating On+1 :
COSO,,+l =coSajnCOS On+sinajn sinO" cos(7r~o).
The geometrical derivation goes as follows . Let 8 n+1 be the polar deflection and Xn+1 the associated azimuthal deflec tion in the laboratory system, resulting from the n+ 1st collision. Now, according to (4.5 ) and (4. 10), 8 n+! is identical with a j,, ' Furthermore, it can be assumed that the a zimu thal deflection angle Xn+ , is distributed randomly b etween 0 and 27l', so that it is legitimato to r eplace COSXn+ 1 in (5.23) by COS7l'~O , where ~o is a random number. Thus (5.23 ) is in fact identical with (5 .22).
Albedo Estimates
The estimate of the number albedo AN involves merely Lh e determination of the fra ction N INo of t he number of histories that end in I'efl ection .12 To obtain an expro sion for th e statistical errol' of such an estimate we shall be som ewhat formal and assign to each sampled history a " score" B, which has the value 1 in case of r eflection a nd is 0 otherwise . Thus, R is a random variable which assumes the value 1 with probability AN and the valu e 0 wiLh probability 1 -AN. 
An estimate of the en ergy albedo is p],ovided by the average score The variance of th is es tim ate is 1 - !Z Cl'Ude estimates of t he differential albedo can be obta ined b y counting the neutrons that arc reflected with energies and obliquities in s peci· fi ed energy·angle intervals. 'rhe statistical accuracy of such estimates is given by formulas analogous to those for t he number albedo. 13 Actu all y one does not know the exac t value of AN, but a n estimate of val' (AN) is obtained through replacing A N in (5.27) by A;", and No by No-l in order to make the estimate unbiased.
The two tcrms con tributing to this vari ance are both non-negative . The first arises from flu ctu alions of the numbcr of reflected neutrons and the second from variations of the energies of th e reflected neutrons .
The signifi cance of the variances val' A~ and val' A~ must be interpreted with reference to the probability distributions of A~ and A~. Both of these quantities are the averages of N o identically distributed indep endent random variables. According to the central limit theorem of statistics [141 their distributions approach a Gaussian distribution in the limit of large NoY One can therefore make the following statements about the deviation s of the albedo estimates from the true albedo values:
Probabili ty { I A,-ANI ?.kJvar A,} = Probability {I A z1:-AE I ?.k·/var A n = -/t 1' " e-x2j 2 dx.
(5.32)
Correlated Random Sampling
To establish the dependence of the albedo on the assumed conditions (source en crgy and obliqui ty, collision cross sections, etc. ), it is better to use a difference method than to make t wo or more separate calculations. The difference m ethod can b e designed to eliminate irrelevant statistical fluctuation s, by keeping constant all random elements in the calculation wllich are not affected by the change of assumed conditions. Thereby gr eater accuracy can be achieved with a given amount of computation.
We recall from section 5.2. that the following random numbers specify the nature and outcome of a collision : ~'" determines the quantity sn+I/"A (En) which is th e distance (in m ean free paths) traveled by the neutron between the pre ious collision anci the collision under consideration ; ~~ determines the type of collision; ~"y , and, for anisotropic elastic scattering from oxygen , add itional numbers ~~1), ~~2) , • .
• determin es the center-of-massdeflection 8 c•n+1 ; finally , ~5 determin es the azimuthal scattering deflection Xn+l' The above characteristics, togeth er with th e ini tial conditions, sp ecify a hi story completely.
Suppose now that we want to make a direct determination of the difference ill t he albedo brought about by a change of the obliquity of the inci den t radiation. W e can do this by generating simultaneously two correlated sets oj histories, one set with one initial obliquity, the second set with another. The sets should be correlated in the sense that for each history in one set there exists a counterpart in the second set in which exactly the sa.me random numbers arc used for determinin g the outcomes of corresponding collisions. Thus two match ed histories are alike, except that on e of them is "rotated with r espect to t he other" and may b e shorter because of the differ ent initial obliquity. "We call this case one of maximal correlation. 15 In order to find out how a change in th e assumed cross sections affects the albedo , we may again generate two (or more) correlated sets of histories, using identical random numbers for corresponding choices. Then two matched histories will at least be identical in regard to the distances (in mean free paths) between successive collisions, and in r egard to successive azimuthal deflections. However, energ:v losses in corresponding collisions ma.\-be different. Consequently all the parameters of a hi story which dep end on the energy may also be different. We call this case on e of partial correlation. Even in this case, the use of iden tical random numbers tends to minimize accidental differences.
It is most economical , but not absolutely necessary, to generate several correlated sets of histories simultan eously. In the present work we wanted to compare the albedo under man y different conditions, and used the neutron histories also for the soluti on of other problems, so that simultaneous computation of all correlated histories was not practicable. "ve " I n fact, the distribntlon of A;' is the Ko .. fold convolution of a binomial distribu tion with it self, and is very closely ap proximated bya Gaussian even for N o as low as 10. T he n umerical results for t be energy albedo indicate t hat t he distribution of A~ is a reasonable approximation to a Gaussian for N,"" IOO.
" T hiS case also arises in tbe comparison of t he rellection of neu trons after I , 2, . .. n collisions.
ther efore had Lo (/cvisc a Lcelm ique for doin g separate but CO l're lalcd calculations. T his was facilitated by Lhe usc of pseuclonl,ndom numbe r seq uenccs, wh ich according to (5. 3) and (5.4), ar c compleLely detcrmined by a "slar ting val ue " c and a "multipli er" 5\ an d can be convonienU,\' ]'cgclle l'n,leel prov ided we rememb er these Lwo parameters, The numbe1 ' of diO'c l'cllL random numbers r equired lo genc l'aLe Lwo histories is usually not th e samc, evcn when they arc eorrelaled . In Lh e fU'st plnce , even in lhe case of maximal C'OI'['(,ln,t lOll , the Lwo hi stories will tend Lo di fTer in lell g th. Seco lld I)', in the case of par tial COJTC'l a t ion there is a statis Lieal variabil i ty i n th e numbe r of ra ndom nu III 1>C' I'S ~~l), ~~2) , •• , th at ma y bC' rC'qu il'ed to select a scattering defl ecLion hy the reject ion teclmique, according to (5. 17) . Thus it could happen thaL ill sp ite of the u sc of t he samc p sc udol'nllclom number sequence (with the sam e c and lc ), clifl.'e l'en t portions of this seq ucn cc wou lel be usccl for supposcdly correlated histories. This difficulty was circu mycnted by lhe usc of many se quellces of pseudorandom numbers in tcael of just one. A primary se qucncc wa introeluccd wit h an al'bitra1')· odd starting value c and a mulLiplier 5"1. Successive m embers of lltc primar,v seq ucncc were t hen use d as Lhe sLartin g values of seconclar:' seq u ences ge neral ed wi t h a multiplier 5 k2 . Succcssive secondary seq u en ces were used fo r the calculaLion of suc cess ive hislorics. "Wh en the need arose for random sampling b,\' lll e rejection techniquc , Lhe r equ isite random nnmb ers ~~1) , ~~2>, ... were 0 bLa ill ed from aLe rt iary se qu ence. The tertiary seq uence lIsed a multiplicr 5 k3 , and a starling value equal to the last member of Lh e secoll(lal'Y sequen ce cun entl:' being Ll sed. 16 '1Ve 110W discuss lhe d red of cOl'rolaleci sampling 011 ::.rollt e Carlo est ima les of A N-.lIN a nd is the correlation coefficient of T and T. For uncorrelated pairs of histories, the correlation coefficients vanish. The objective of correlated sampling is to reduce val' (AJ-AM and val' (A;)J -X~) by making the correlation coefficients positive and as large as possible.
The magnitude of the actual correlation coefficients must, in general, be estimated from the sampled data, and some typical values will be given in section 7. It is possible, however, to put a theoretical upper limit on p(R,R). Using (5.25) and (5.37) we find that
Without loss of generality we may assume that ANSAN' Therefore probability{R = l and R = l}Sprobability{.H = l} = AN , so that Accordingly the correlation coefficient must obey the inequality The Monte Carlo calculations were programed for the IBM-704 computer at the National Bureau of StandardsY The neutron histories, generated in order to determine the albedo, were concurrently used for the calculation of the neutron flux in infinite media and in slabs,18 so that it is difficult to state how much computer memory and computing time were required for the albedo problem alone. Altogether, a little more than 5,000 words of magnetic core memory were required of which not less than one-third were allocated to the albedo problem. For each case treated, 3,000 neutron histories were generated and analyzed. This amount of computation gave the desired accuracy and required approximately 45 min of computer time. Not more than half of this time was required by the albedo problem. The use of magnetic tapes was not necessary, but was an optional device for storing the results of one machine run and combining them with the results of a later run. Intermediate print-outs of the results were made after groups of 1,000 histories had been processed, in order to follow the course of the computations and to have a check on the performance of the computer.
In line with the exploratory nature of the investigation, the machine program was kept flexible. This made possible the exploration of new aspects of the problem as they emerged in 17 
and mu ch addi tional informaLion was pri n Led out thaL had been found necessary for an understanding of the physical and statisL ical significa nce of t he Monte Carlo results. This additional information included the mean and mean square energy of the reflected neutrons, the contributions of different orders of scaLLering to Lhe number albedo and energy albedo, listings of the particular histories in wh ich reflection occ urred and of tllC energies of the reflected n eutrons, and a statistical analysis of the pseudorandom numbers used. Intermediate versions of the program yielded only some of this information.
The analytical formulas for the si ngle-scattering albedo, developed in section 4, were used mainly for the interpolation of results, and s ingle-scattering computations were done with the : Monte Carlo code. This was simpler to do once the machine program was available but sli ghtly less accurate.
Altogether 38 different cases were treated which are listed in table 6.1. This table contains the source energy and obliquity as well as a brief indication of the assumptions about the cross sections. The computations fall into two groups: 30 cases were done with one set of pseudorandom numbers (analyzed in app. B ), and the r emaining 8 cases with another set. A hi gh degree of correlation was introduced by the r epeated use of the same set of pseudorandom numbers in order to increase the accuracy of intercompari son s. 'rVe b elieved this Lo b e a sound procedure, because the set was large enough (consistin g of approximately 237 ,000 numbers) to b e statistically represen tative.
T ABLE 6.1.
Swnmary of calculations
The entry in tho left column ser ves as index to th e clitTcrcutial-albedo tables in a ppendi x C . E ach resul t for t he number a lbedo AN and th e en ergy a lbedo A R is based on t he analysis of 3,000 n eutron his tories, with 6AN anci ~A R indicat in g th e statistica l standa rd deviations. All !'lIDS were don e with the sam e set of pseudorando m nu m bers (descr ibed iu ap p . B ). except the rW1 S indicated by au asteri sk (.) wh ich were a ll done with another set of pseudorandom numbers. . 023 ------------2-cm sla b; sec section 7.9; (') .
. 038 ------------5-cm Slab; see section 7.9; (.) .
. 044 ------------10-cm s lab; see secLi on 7.9; (') .
Non e 3 0° . 168 . 00i . 023 ------------Single sca tterin g. 
45°
. 232 . 008
. 023 ------------Singl e scatter ing.
. 472
. 009
. 084 ------------Single scattering. Tables 1 to ] 6d of appendix C contain th e Monte Callo r esults for tbe differential albedo in the form in which tbey were printed out by the computer . The number of r eflected neu tron s (for N o= 3,000 n eu trons) is given in a two -way classification according to the spectral energy, E, and the cosine of the obliquity of em ergence, cos e. By normalizing th e entries in the tables, i.e., b:y dividing through b y No, one obtains an estimate of the differential alb edo averaged over a small en ergy-angle in terval. U nnonnalized numbers are given in th e tables in order to preser ve their statistical significance, the standard deviation of each entry being proportional to its square roo t. The energy classification is divided into 10 intervals, lab eled i = 1, 2, ... 10, such t h at Lhe ith interval p ertains to neutrons with energies between (1l -i) / 10Eo and (l 0 -i) /10Eo. The last interval extends from Eo/ 10 to 0.5 ev rather th an to zero energy. TIl e obliquity classification is also divided into ] ° intervals, labeled k = ], 2, ... , ] 0, such that the ktb interval pertains to neutrons wiLh obliquity cosi nes between (1-k) /10 and -ki l O. Two sets of marginal totals are also given which r epresen t the angular di stribu tion integrated oyer all energies, and the spectral distribution integrat ed overall directions, respectively. 6 .3. Number Albedo and Energy Albedo T able 6. 1 con tain s all the r esul ts obtained for th e number albedo A N and Lhe energ~' albedo AE19 Th e number albedo was obtained by adding the marginal totals in the corresponding differential-albedo tables and dividin g th e r esul t by N o=3,000 . The en ergy albedo was obtained as the produ ct of tlle number albedo alld the average energy E of the reflecLed neutrons. In most of the calculati ons .fh was computed dir ec tly in the course of the machine calculatiolls.
In some of th e earli er cases, ]J; h ad to b e estimated from th e diff('rential-albedo tables. 20 Numerical experime ntation indicated th at su ch estimates cou ld be made with an aCCllJ'ac~-of ap proximatel~-1 percent. Values of th e energy albedo base d on sll ch estimates of E are indicated in table 6.1. b~T being placed in parentheses.
Th e standard deviations BAN=~vaI' A N and BAE =~var AE are also shown in Lable 6.1· They were computed a~ordin g to (5.272-and (5.31), respectively. Th e determination of /JAg require~lmowledge of E as well as of Et. Accordingly, BAE is given only for those cases in which E 2 was obtained as direct output of the machine program. The relative standard devia,-tion /JAN/AN, obtained wi tIl 3,000 histories, is of th e order of 0. 05. The corresponding relative standard deviation /JAE/A E,' in the cases examined and presumably also in the other cases, is rOlJ ghly n~ times gr eater than BAN/AN. Table 7 .1 contains a summary of theratiosA <:JIAN andA ';) /AE for various cases. In general, single scatterin g contributes about 20 p er cent of th e number alb edo and more th an 50 pOl'cen t of th e energy albedo . The contributions are particularly large at 1 M ev, because at this energy t h e ratio of th e scatterin g cross section of oxygen to th at of hydrogen is large, and t h e differen tial oxygen scattering cross section h as a peak in t he backward direction. be obtained from tbe differential·albedo tables for E ,=i/ IOEo, i= l , 2 . . . . 10, and by interpolation for other val ues of E. It was also necessary to take into account the characteristics of the spectrum of the single·scattering albedo, in order to obtain good accuracy.
Analysis of the Results
Single·Scattering Contribution to the Albedo
The estimation of the albedo ratios is a problem with maximal correlation as defined in sec tion 5.4. We b ave es timated th e tandal'd. ([eviatioll of these ratios in a few t.\~pical cases and find , for example, that A~~)/AN= 0.30 ± 0.0 3 a ncl .A~) IAE = 0 .61 ± 0.02 for Eo = 1 .11ev and 00 = 0°.
Th e ratio A~) jA e is a relativcl.\-10wl.\T va lyin g ftmclioll of the source energy, whereas A;:) a ne! Ae separatel.\-var:\~ rapid l.\". Thi s tlggests that tl1(' ell crK\-albedo for arbitrar.\~ energies c:otli d be obtained with fair' aCC:Ul'acy b.\T combilling a single-scaUcring calculation with an intel'polaLed value of A~)j.lle. 
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.2. Contribution of Higher Orde rs of Scattering
Pigure 6 sll o" 's lhe cont ribu Lions of succcss ilT e orders of scatter ing to the albcdo for a Jew typical cases. As many as twenty orders are shown to co ntributc to the numb er albedo ,2i wll ereas onl. \-abotlL (ivc ordCl's contribute sig nifican Ll.\T to the e ncrgy albcdo . TIle relative imporlanc:e of th e first feIV orders of sc:aUel'i ng i ncreases wiLh Lhe otJ['ce obliquity a nd ellcrg.\-. In ge neral , an analytical o rclc rs-o [-scaLlering approach cloes llOt seem to p l'ovicle a practic·al alternat ive' to a \101lte Carlo ca lculatioll . The co ntributioJl of the second order of scatterillg is not stlffieient Jor a precise albedo determination, and calculation s for Lhe hig bel' ord ers would be prohibitivcl.," complex.
Energy Spectra of Reflected Neutrons
Pigure 7 co n tail ls hisLograms of the energy distribuLion of reflected Jleutrons forincicient I-Mev beams with various obliquities. The contributions of sin gle scattering and mult iple sca ttering Lo the speeLra arc indicated. TIle sp ec tra are characteriz ed by two r at her sllarp peaks: one, primarily due to single scattering, occurs at the upper encl of the speclra; the oLher, clue to multipl e sca ttcring, at the low-energy end. The single-scatLering contribution call in tUl'II be resolved into two compon ents, due to scattering from oX~Tge n and hydrogen. POl' perpelldiclilar incide nce, only single-scattering reflection from oxygcn occurs. As tlle source obli quity is incJ'('aseci , h)~drogen scat tering becomes possible, and the oxygen con tr ihu t ion is shifLed toward high er energies. At 45° and 60° the oxygen and h)'drogen eompoLlellls ar e clearly separated, wllereus at 75° and 90° th e.\T merge. In the l imitin g case of grazing illcicleJlc:e t h ere is a hydrogcn component di stributed uniformly over all energies, anetan oxygen component which givcs rise to a peak at an energy ligh tl,\' below the sourc e e1lC' I'g.'" F urth er details about th o oxygen singlc-scattering contribuLion ca n be obLained from appendi x B ( fig . ] 5) . The encrgy spectra for other cases a rc similar to those shown in figure 7 and can be obtained from th c tables in appendix C. 22 The angular distribution is dominated by the singlescattering contribution. In particular, it should be noted that for large source obliquities the distribution do es not follow the cosine-law which holds for perpendicular incidence and has often b een assumed to be universally valid. Rather the emerging radiation tends to peak for cos8= 0; i.e., in directions parallel to the boundary of the semi-infinite medium. This is due to Ai} ",,0.049(l.00 + l. 05 sin 2 0+ 7 .14 sin 3 0), (7 .2) which is in agreement with the Monte Carlo calculations.
.5 . Dependence of Albedo on Source Energy and Obliquity
The dependence on the source energy is irregular. It is correlated with the complicated energy-dependence of the attenuation coefficient for water, and is furth er influenced by the relative probabilities for sca ttering by hydrogen and oxygen , and by the energy-dependent anisotropy of elastic scattering from oxygell. Just like the attenuation coeffi cient, the number albedo and energy albedo have a peak at 1 Mev where they arc 2 to 3 times larger than at the other energies considered. The correlation between attenuation coeffi cients and albedo is complicated, however, by the interaction of the various factors, so that interpolation with respect to source energy is not easy, and is perhaps done best by the single-scattering analysis indicated in section 7.l.23 The dependence on the source obliquity is smooth and interpolation should be easy. By way of example, figure 9 contains curves of AN and AE as functions of 8 0 , for source energies of 1 and 3 Mev. All four curves shown have similar shapes, starting out with a rather :flat slope near 80 = 0° and rising very steeply Jlear 80= 90°. The closer 80 is to grazing incidence, the smaller are the differences of Lhe albedos for different source energies.
.6. Effect of Absorption and Inelastic Scattering
If absorption were disregarded, tIle number albedo at 6 :Mev would be increased by 9 p ercent and the energy albedo by 13 percent. At 9 Mev, the corresponding increases would be 29 percent and 52 percent, respectively. The effect of absorption is greater on the energy albedo than on the number albedo because the relative probability of absorption is an increasing fllllCtion of the energy (up to 14 Mev). TIle effect of absorption on the energy spectrum is shown in figure 10 . Altho ugh the effect is large, it introduces no large uncertainty into the calculations because the cross section for n-a and n-p processes are reasonably well-known.
The effect of inelastic scatterin g is more difficult to determine becallse so little is known about the cross section for this process. We have made compu tations under three different assumptions: (1) Absorption taken into account, inelastic scattering assumed to excite oxygen to a level 6.1 Mev above the ground state; (2 ) absorption taken into account, inelastic scattering also treated as absorp tion ; (3) absorption disregarded, inelastic scattering treated as if it were elastic.
As has been discussed in section 3.2, assump tion (1) is presumably the most realistic. Assumption (3) is the least realistic and has been included mainly because it has often been made in previous nClJtron transport calculations. Assumptions (1) and (2 ) could suffer in an inelastic collision. The albedo calculated on assumption (3) is almost. twice as great as that calculated on the realistic assumption (1), whereas the albedo calculated on assumption (2) is only about half as large. These extreme variations point up the need for accurate knowledge of the inelastic scattering cross section. The energy spectra obtained with a 14-Mev source under the three assumptions are shown in figure 11 . The spectrum in case (1) shows three peaks, due to elastic single scattering, inelastic single scattering, and multiple scattering. The inelastic scattering peak disappears in case (2) and m erges with the peak due to elastic single scattering in case (3) . More accurate treatment of inelastic scattering would probably give a spectrum similar to that of case (1), but with the middle peak reduced in size and "smeared out" over the lower part of the spectrum. Source energy 14 M ev. TIistograms (i), (ii), and (iii) correspond to t he d ifferent assumptions in sec. 7.6, and were obtained from tables 16a 16d, and 16c of app. 0, respectively. Perpendicular incidence.
Effect of the Anisotropy of Elastic Scattering
The differential elastic scattering cross section is not well-known for most elements . It is therefore of interest to know how much the alb edo would be changed by a change of the assumed distribution of elastic scattering deflections. To explore this situation, we have compared the albedo calculated with the best available cross sections for oxygen (reference [9] , see also fig. 3 ) with the albedo calculated on the assumption that the elastic scattering deflections from oxygen are isotropic in the center-of-mass system. The difference between the two assumptions is greater than any expected r ealistic modification of the oxygen cross sections. Comparisons wer e made for source energies at 1, 3, and 14 M ev . At 1 Mev, AN is decreased by 2.5 percent and AE b y 11 p ercent. Finally, at 14 M ev, AN is increased by 31 percent, whereas AE is decreased b y 5 percent. In figur e 12 the spectra obtained under the two different assumptions ar e compared . Thor o is r elatively little change, t he m ain effect bein g a shift of tbe singlescattering p eak toward hi gher en ergies in t he case of iso tropic scattering. The alb edo differ ences quo te d above were obtained by cOJTelated sampling (case of partial correlation). A listing of all significan t statistical p arameters for the comparison at 14 M ev is given in table 7.2 from which i t appears that by means of correlated sampling an accuracy was achieved that would have required a sample size 3 t o 4 times as large with ordinary sampling.
Low-Energy End of the Spectrum
DeLails of the low-energy part of th e spectrum were obtained as a byproduct of the detailed information obtained for the statistical analysis of the correlated calculation' s at 14 Mev. Figure 13 shows a plot of the spectrum on a logari thmic scal e which emphasizes the low energies. The spectral shape at low energies is quite similar to that obtained by Spinney [5] who calculated by age theory the albedo for 2-Mev neutrons inciden t on concrete. This suggests that computations of the spectrum down to very low energies could advantageously be done by a combination of ~1onte Carlo and age theory, with : Monte Carlo covering the energy region not verv far below th e source energy in which age th eory do es not apply . Source energy 14 l\11 cv, perpendicular incidence.
.9 . Sla.b Albedo
The deeper a neutron p enetrates into the medium, the sm aller is its chance of returnin g. Therefore, the collisions leadin g to reflection take place rather close to the surface of the medium, and thin slabs have nearly the same reflecting power as a semi-infinite medium. This is shown by t he resul ts in figure 14 pertaining to the reflection of 3-1fev neutrons incident on slabs with thicknesses of 2, 5, 10, and 20 cm . (Th ese thickn esses ar e to be compared wi th the transport mean-free path in water at 3 M ev which is 5.1 cm. ) The dependence of the numb er albedo on th e slab thickncss is similar to that found by Foderaro and Obenshain [6] at 0.89 Mev. The energy albedo reaches a limiting value at an even smaller slab thickness than the number albedo, because the energy degradation in su ccessive collisions makes it necessary for a neutron to b e reflected very early in its history if i t is to can y back an appreciable am oun t of energy. 
In certain limiting cases, the formula for the energy spectrum becomes much simpler than the above expressions. For perpendicular incidence, the energy must lie in the range (A.9) and the spectrum is (A. 10) For grazing incidence (80--77f/ 2), the energy range is (A.11) and the spectrum is
(A.12) Figure 15 shows energy spectra of neutrons reflected after a single scattering from a semiinfinite medium of pure oxygen (Eo = l Mev, 80= 0°, 45°, and 90°). These spectra were obtained by numerical evaluation of the factor in (A. I) . They are characterized by a peak at the low-energy limit which is rather independent of the source obliquity 80, In addition there is another peak at the high-energy limit in the case of grazing incidence. For perpendicular and grazing incidence the spectrum for reflection from water can be derived very simply from the corresponding spectrum for oxygen. For 00= 0°, reflection from hydrogen is impossible after one scattering, and it is sufficient to renormalize the oxgyen spectrum in figure 15 , multiplying it by P2(Eo) = 0.485. For 80= 90°, one must not only normalize the oxygen contribution but also add a hydrogen contribution which is energy-independent and has the value PI (EoH1,FI (E;Eo) = 0.515 (1 /2Eo}= 0.2575. Sou rce e nerg y I1v[ cv, oxygen medium.
Angular Distribution
The angular distribution of n eutrons r efl ected after one collision is even more complica ted than their energy spectrum. vVe shall confine oursC'lves to the di scuss ion of some limiting cases. Th e characteri stics of the angular distribution are expressible in terms of the in tegrals . 13) which are needed for the evaluation of (4 .16). The angular d istribution of reflected energy, A~) (0; Eo, (0) , depends on the integrals
The in tegrations in (A .13) and (A.14) are facilitated by changing the variable of integration from E to cos (x" noting that
and that dE cl cos (Xj We now take up limiting cases, and drop the indexj for simplicity. Note that We consider the pseudorandom number sequen ce {~n= 2 -35Xn} (n = O,l, . . . , 2 33 -1)
derived from a sequ en ce of in tegers {xn} which is generated according to (5.4 ) or by the equivalent rule
wher e c and k arc odd in tegers. The sequ e nce {~,,} consists of 2 33 differ ent number s which are distribu ted wi th uniform density over th e interval (0,1). This can b e proved with th e use of s tandard Ilumber-theoretical resulLs [L7]. However , Dr. Morris Newman 24 h as given a simple proof pro ceedin g from first principles which we reproduce h er e in a somewh at amplified form. The un iformity of th e d istribution o f th e pseudorandom numbers obtain ed b y congruen tial multipli cation i a consequ ence of t h e following theorem. wh ere a is an integer < 2 33 , and wher e b is an odd in teger. B y appli cation of th e lemm a it follows th at 5 k n ' -1, and therefore D. (n,n' ), is divisible only by powers of 2 smaller than 235. This impli es th at th e in tegers x" in th e sequ ence (B.2 ) ar e all di fferen t from each oth er. I t can b e seen from (B .8) that th e differ en ces between the x n' are all multiples of 4. Thus two differ e nt sequ ences {Xn} can be fo rmed, one of whi ch is a p ermu tation of (B.3 ) and th e other of (B .4), depending on the star ting number c. Each of th e two sequ ences contains 2 33 numb ers, and there is no overlap b etwee ll them, so th at together they exh aust th e 2 34 odd integers
This completes the proof of th e theorem . F inally, we note that b y con1.puting th e x n' s modulo 2N r ath er th an modu lo 2 35 , and b y using a starting number c, th at is not odd but contains a factor 21' , one would obtain a sequen ce of 2 N -2 -7 differen t numbers.
" Informal mcmoranclum. Applied M athematiCS Laboratory, BS, Oct . 27, 1951.
.2 . Statistical Indications of Their Randomness
In order to be acceptable as a source of random numbers for a Monte Carlo calculatIOIl, the pseudorandom number sequence {~n} must fulfill the following requirements:
(1) In any subsequence of reasonable length, such a.s wou ld be used in generating neutron histories, the ~n's must b e distributed with uniform density in the interval (0,1 ).
(2) Successive ~n 's must be uncorrelated. These two conditions cannot be satisfied rigorously , but empirical statistical tests indicate that they are satisfied in very good approximation. For example, elaborate tests on 16,384 pseudorandom numbers have been reported in the memorandum mentioned in footnote 24 .
We have made some rough-and-ready statistical tests on 237,000 pseudorandom numbers that were used to generate a set of 3,000 neutron histories. 25 These numbers were divided into three sets, corresponding to the three types of pseudorandom number sequences (primary , secondary, and tertiary) described in section 5.4. Set P includes the numbers in the primary sequence, set S the numbers in all th e secondary sequences, and set T the numbers in all the tertiary sequences. Separate tests were applied to each set. In order to gauge the uniformity of the distribution of the numbers, we compu ted the averages ~n and fJ,. In order to check on the lack of correlation between successive pseudorandom numbers we computed the mean squ are difference of successive numbers, (~n+l-~n)2 . As a further tesL of possible correlation, the algebraic sign of th e differences between successive pseudorandom numbers was examined, and an index t was computed which was defined as the excess of positive over negative signs . Table B . 1 compares the actual values of all these quantities with the values t hat one would expect if the pseudorandom numbers were truly random. We infer from the table that the pseu dorandom numbers are sufficiently random for our purpose. 16, 743, 785, 845 . The number of pseudorandom numbers in each set is indicated within brackets.
Empirical value
Statistic
Expected value Set P [3 ,000] Set S [220,776] Set T [13, 384] ,. 
Appendix C. Tables of Differential Albedo
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